






 

 Part 3: Jesus - but not as you expect  
‘Pick n Mix’ sessions and resources for use on group Zoom calls or 

in socially distanced group meetings  

a) Including the excluded  
b) Not condemning the condemned 

c) Seeing the unseen
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Introduction  
The series for this term is called “the journey” which looks at the life of Jesus on earth from 
a young person to the risen Saviour. This pack contains three sessions. We have included 
materials which can be used either on Zoom calls or where groups are able to meet (in a 
socially distanced way as the easing of lockdown regulations in different nations of the UK 
allows). Please note there is absolutely no compulsion to rush back to face-to-face 
meetings. You will know best what is most appropriate for your group.  
NB. Please see https://www.urbansaints.org/leaders-area for nation-specific guidelines as 
they apply to Urban Saints’ Groups. 
We have focussed this material on young people of secondary school age. Those of you 
running groups with under 11’s may like to use the ‘Kids Club by Post’ weekly materials as 
the basis for your sessions. These will follow the same weekly themes as ‘the journey’ this 
term and can be downloaded from https://www.energize.uk.net/pages/kids_club_by_post.   
With the material here, you don’t have to do all the elements suggested, these are simply 
ideas to pick from. Activities tend to last a little bit longer on Zoom than in real time, so we 
think it would be hard to get through all of these. Please do let us know what has worked 
well and what didn’t - we’d really find your feedback helpful - email:  
ahughes@saintygymuned.org   

Games ideas  
We have been compiling a list of games ideas, so if you need more, you may want to look 
here: https://docs.google.com/document/d/
1uaI-6sZw0JikO1t5fRnBUAzFX__nouTe40_MrqQOUYI/edit?usp=sharing   

Contents: 

Page   3 Including the excluded 
Page   9 Not condemning the condemned 
Page  16 Seeing the unseen 
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Future packs planned in this series :  

Pack 4: Jesus - the difference He makes in our lives (to be published 04/03/21)  
Jesus calms the storm - Luke 8:22-25  
Raising of Lazarus - John 11:1-46 
Palm Sunday - entry to Jerusalem - Luke 19  

Pack 5: Jesus - the reason He came (to be published 18/03/21)  
The thief on the cross - Luke 23:32-43  
Jesus is alive - John 20 
Many see Jesus alive - 1 Corinthians 15
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 Including the excluded  

 Main point of this session:  
 Jesus goes out of his way to include the excluded.  

Key to suggested suitability markers: 
O  This material is designed/suitable for older/more mature young people  
Z  Can be used on Zoom 
SD  Can be used in a socially distanced group meeting  

Opener: Step forward if.. (Z, SD)  
Have everyone stand up and explain to the group that you will read a series of statements. 
If the statement is true about them, have them step forward (make sure they step back 
before reading the next statement), or raise their hand. On Zoom you also have the option 
to invite them to participate in a poll which might make it less daunting for them to answer 
the statements. 

Step forward if…: 
... you like chocolate 
... you have been outside today 
... you have done all your school tasks 
… you have a friend 
... you have ever felt out of place 
... you have been left out 
... you have ever excluded someone yourself 

Make sure you thank everyone for their honesty. Ask the group what kinds of words come 
to mind when we discuss exclusion and feeling left out. 

Discussion starter (Z, SD)
Start by watching this short clip: https://vimeo.com/152985022 

Ask the group the following questions: 
What did you think of the boy when he first met the dog? 
Did you change your mind by the end? 
What made the difference? 

Point out that it can be easy to exclude or judge someone because they are different from 
you.  

What are the ways in which we can make assumptions about others? 
Are there less obvious ways we exclude people without even being aware? (Think about 
those who can’t join groups/school at the moment because they don’t have digital 
devices or the internet, those with mental health issues, learning difficulties etc.) 
How does the media/those around us, judge others? 

Reflect (Z, SD)
Display the PDF (page 8) of the C.S. Lewis quote. 
Ask the group if they have ever met someone and had this kind of conversation, and how it 
made them feel (included, not alone etc). 
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Film suggestion: Shrek (rated U) (Z, SD) 
Watch the whole film, or the relevant clip here: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LSD1fq3xDA8&ab_channel=Movieclips 
Shrek is an alternative fairytale with many surprises. Shrek, an ogre, falls in love with Fiona, 
a beautiful princess. In the clip, we see Fiona choosing Shrek over the more traditional lord 
who wanted to marry her for her position. Fiona sees beyond the outward appearance, and 
accepts Shrek for who he is. 

Questions: 
How do you think Shrek felt when Fiona chose him over the lord?   
How do you think Fiona felt when Shrek told her she was beautiful just as she was? 
What does this tell us about how we treat others? 

Game: What’s the rule? (Z, SD)
Explain that there is a rule to the conversation which only the leader of the game knows. 
The group takes turns to join in trying to work it out. Players do not guess the rule out loud 
- they simply say a sentence in a way that they think is correct and the leader says ‘yes’ or 
‘no.’ If they get their sentence right, they are told they can join the continued conversation. 
Keep going round the group until everyone works out the rule, or you could set a time limit. 
Be as creative as you like but make sure it's not too complicated. Some young people may 
take longer to pick up on the rule, so try to exaggerate actions or emphasise words if they 
are struggling. Rules may be: 

Each sentence includes an animal 
When you talk you can only say 6 words 
When you talk you must touch your head 
Start your sentence with the first letter of your name  
Always say a name of someone in the group 

Game: You’re out if… (Z, SD)
You’ll need a dice for this - as large as possible! 
Assign qualities/characteristics to each of the numbers so that you have covered everyone 
in the group. Examples might be: wears glasses, has brown hair, is female, is wearing red, is 
aged 13 etc. Explain what each number on the dice means and that everyone starts off with 
their hands on their head.  
Throw the dice - anyone with those characteristics is ‘out’   - they put their hands down. 
Throw again. The last person left with hands on their head wins - you could send them a 
prize. 
Ask the group if they think the game was fair. If not, why not? 

Activity: What’s missing? (Z, SD)
Take this short ‘what’s missing’ quiz with your group (you will have to download it for the 
animations): 
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1lKmzT7Th1gkia9IzM75te7Q96fP7XMl1/view?usp=sharing  
The group may find some rounds easy, others might cause a little discussion. E.g. if a clock 
is missing its hands, it can’t function properly as the other parts can’t perform the same 
role. We need a variety of parts for a machine to work, and with one missing, the entire 
machine will be affected. Similarly, if we only spend time with people who are like us, we 
miss out on the different viewpoints and roles others can have in our lives. Including those 
different from us can help us learn new things and gain a broader perspective.  
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Activity: Maths fun (Z, SD)
Tell the group that they need calculators for this activity (most mobile phones have a 
calculator app). 
Read out the directions below, and tell the group to follow the instructions on their 
calculator: 

1. Choose a number between 1-10 
2. Multiply it by 9 
3. Add the two digits together (so if your number was 42, the answer would be 4+2=6, 

any single digit number, simply keep) 
4. Minus 5 
5. Now convert this to a letter (1 = A, 2 = B, 3 = C, etc) 
6. Finally, write down a country beginning with that letter (e.g. if you ended up with F, 

you could say France, Finland etc.) 

Once you’ve finished the process, tell the group that anyone who ended up with Denmark 
is out. Who is left? 

The trick is that any number (between 1 and 10), when multiplied by 9, results in a number 
that when added together, equals 9. This ensures that all the young people end up with 4, 
which converts to D, and most will immediately think of Denmark. 

Now ask the group how it felt to be out of the game after doing all that work! It’s not nice to 
feel left out or excluded. This week, we are looking at how Jesus made others feel included.

Bible study: John 4:1-42 (Z, SD)
Read the passage together (it is fairly long, so you could have different people read, or 
dramatise it with the woman, Jesus and narrator). Alternatively watch the story here from 
‘The Chosen’: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=el7dzoNV3IY  

Explain to the group that this encounter between Jesus and the Samaritan woman was no 
ordinary meeting. Normally Jesus, as a Jewish man, would not even have been in Samaria 
and certainly not alone. The Samaritans and Jews disliked one another, and the roads were 
dangerous for solo travellers. Most Jewish people journeyed from Galilee in the north to 
Jerusalem in the south by walking the long way round Samaria. Following Jewish laws, 
Jesus wasn’t supposed to drink from the same cup as a Samaritan person, and certainly 
shouldn’t be alone with a Samaritan woman - especially one who religious people would 
not have approved of because she had been married five times. The fact that the woman 
was alone at the well at the hottest part of the day suggests that she wasn’t comfortable 
around the other women who would fetch water early in the day - perhaps she felt judged 
or excluded by them. 

Verse 4 tells us ‘[Jesus] had to go through Samaria.’ Why? Because He had a God-given 
appointment to meet this woman! What He shared with her and even the fact that He took 
notice of her, transformed her life. He went out of His way to do so. No one is so bad that He 
won’t reach out, and no one is excluded. 

Questions: 
How do you feel when someone goes out of their way to include you? 

Continued overleaf… 
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Continued… 
What does it feel like to know that Jesus knows everything about you and still hasn’t 
given up on you? 
What was the woman’s response? 
How will you respond? 

Going deeper (O, Z, SD) 
Ask the group if they can list the kinds of people Jesus spent his time with. If they struggle, 
assign the following Bible verses for them to look up: 

Matthew 9:10 
Luke 19:6-7 
John 4:6-9 
Mark 2:15-17 
Mark 14:3 
Mark 5:25-34 
Matthew 8:1-3 
Luke 18:15-16 
Luke 15:1 
Matthew 11:19 

Questions: 
What does this tell us about Jesus? 
What should we do in response (look at John 13:12-17 and Matthew 7:12)? 

We know that Jesus spent time with His disciples and others, but He also included a lot of 
‘undesirables’ in his following. He included those who either had excluded themselves, or 
had been excluded by others. Jesus reached out to many who others thought were 
unworthy, and He gave them hope, purpose and healing. 
In some way almost everyone has felt excluded at some time, and so Jesus encourages us 
to not engage in making others feel lesser than ourselves.

Closing activity (Z, SD)
Sometimes it isn’t others who exclude us, it can be us excluding ourselves. Fear of failure 
can lead to us to not even try things in case we don’t succeed.  
If your group feels like this may be something they have/currently struggle with, read the 
prayer below together, and finish by watching the song video and reflecting on the words. 

Dear God, 
Thank you that you love me and call me your child.  
I am sorry for when I’ve believed other things, and not embraced who You say I am. Please 
help me believe in myself, my potential, and to be who You created me to be. 
Amen. 

“Who you say I am” by Hillsong 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IcC1Bp13n_4&ab_channel=HillsongWorship  
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Challenge of the week: Step out - put yourself forward (Z, SD)
Challenge yourself in an area that you don’t feel confident in. The woman in the Bible story 
was accepted, which gave her the confidence to tell others about Jesus, resulting in the 
whole community feeling the impact. 
God declares that you are precious and loved. What are some things you can step out with 
confidence in? Could you help tutor a younger person? Create a piece of artwork for a 
friend? Commit to regularly checking in with someone you know is struggling?
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 Not condemning the condemned  

 Main point of this session:  
To understand both Jesus’ mercy and His grace 

Key to suggested suitability markers: 
O  This material is designed/suitable for older/more mature young people  
Z  Can be used on Zoom 
SD  Can be used in a socially distanced group meeting 

Opener: Mercy and grace (Z, SD) 
Explain to the group the difference between mercy and grace: 
MERCY is when you are NOT given the punishment you really deserve. 
GRACE is when you ARE given things that you don’t deserve. 

Now ask them which of the following are MERCY and which are GRACE:  
A teacher has decided to keep the class in during break for being too noisy but then 
changes her mind and lets you go. (Mercy) 
You upset your friend but, the next day they still invite you to a watch party. (Mercy/
Grace) 
 Your dad asked you to sort the dishes but you didn’t. He still makes you dinner. (Mercy/
Grace) 
 Your grandad sends you £50 out of the blue. (Grace) 

We can’t decide on God’s behalf when he decides to be merciful and/or gracious, but we 
can trust that He knows the bigger picture and is just. 

Discussion starter (Z, SD) 
Explore the definitions of guilt and shame with your group. 

Guilt = I did something bad 
‘We feel guilty when we hold up something we’ve done or failed to do against our values 
and find they don’t match up. It’s a psychologically uncomfortable feeling, but one that’s 
helpful.’ (Brene Brown - Dare to Lead, p. 128-9) 

Shame = I am bad 
‘Shame, however, corrodes the very part of us that believes we can change and do 
better.’ (Brene Brown - Dare to Lead, p. 128-9) 

Shame can affect all of us. Public humiliation or telling people how bad they are because of 
their behaviour, only makes things worse. What does help is empathy, feeling with them 
and trying to draw alongside them. 

Questions: 
Have you ever experienced guilt? 
Although uncomfortable, why do you think this can be a helpful feeling? 
Have you ever experienced shame? Or think you might know someone who has? 
Do you think drawing alongside people when they feel shame is helpful? Why/why not? 
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Film suggestion: The Lord of the Rings, The Fellowship of the Ring 
(rated PG-12, dependant on which release) (Z, SD) 
In this film we follow the reluctant hero Frodo, a hobbit who inherits a magical ring from 
his uncle Bilbo. A group of companions set out with him on a journey to destroy it before 
the baddy, Sauron, can get it. 

In this scene Gandalf the wizard talks of Bilbo finding the ring; Bilbo decided to not kill the 
creature Gollum, who certainly would have killed Bilbo to get to the ring. Gollum may have 
deserved it after a lifetime of villainy, but Bilbo showed him pity. Gandalf also says that not 
even the wisest people can know the future or the part others may play in it. 

Find the scene here: https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=IrOqnZdvI6M 

Questions: 
What did Bilbo show Gollum, grace or mercy? 
Do you find it easy to show others mercy when they don't deserve it? 

For those who haven't read/watched The Lord of the Rings, Gollum goes on to inadvertently 
help destroy the ring. Point out to the group that if Bilbo and Frodo hadn't shown mercy, 
then the quest would have failed. If we leave judgement to God then we can allow others 
the opportunity to change, and play their part in the journey of life. 

Game: ‘Mercy and grace’ (Z, SD) 
Give your group 90 seconds to find as many words as possible in ‘Mercy and Grace’, for 
example: 
Cry, camera, car, care, mean, ear... 
Whoever comes up with the most words wins. 

Activity: There’s no such thing as a hopeless case (Z, SD) 
Many people have a strong sense of justice - they like to see people who have done really 
bad things punished - things like murder or bombing. 
 
Show the following (19 minute) video of David Hamilton - a former protestant paramilitary 
in the Troubles in Northern Ireland: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LEXl0C3oOyA 
Discuss with the group their reactions to this and maybe the question:  
“Is anyone so bad that God wants nothing to do with them?" 

Game: Paper aeroplane challenges (Z, SD)  
Have everyone to make a paper plane and see  

Whose plane flies the farthest 
Whose plane stays aloft longest 
Who made the most creative plane 

Activity: What do you think? (Z, SD) 
Display the PDF (page 13) of the famous faces. 
Ask the group what they think when they see these people. Do they love/loathe/feel 
indifferent towards them? How many of these celebrities do the group feel should be 
Continued overleaf… 
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Continued… 

awarded for doing good? 

Together, read Romans 3:23. All of us (and the people in the pictures) have fallen short of 
God’s perfection. However we have lived our lives, however many acts of charity and 
kindness, selfishness and nastiness, we have all done wrong at some point. Like a white 
shirt with a stain on it, whether the mark is big or small, it’s still not perfect anymore. This 
means that all of us need God’s mercy and forgiveness - whether for a little or a lot.  

What a relief though, none of us are perfect so we really aren’t in the position to judge 
anyone else. And with that in mind we can try and love people better, knowing we have our 
own faults. 

Bible study:  John 8:1-11 (Z, SD) 
Based on John 8:1-11, we’ve rewritten the story to make it come to life a little bit (feel free to 
adapt). Have your group close their eyes to imagine themselves in the story as you read it 
(page 14). 

It’s worth drawing out a couple of things with your group. Jesus didn’t condemn the 
woman, but He also didn’t say that what she did was okay. While the religious leaders 
shamed her, Jesus remained quiet and showed empathy. And yet, He challenged her to 
turn her life around. She was guilty, but there was hope. She expected to die as she was 
brought before Jesus, but got to walk free. With Jesus we get a second chance. He has 
hope for us, no matter what we have done.  

Questions: 
What did it feel like to be in this story? 
Who shames the woman and who doesn’t? 
What is Jesus' challenge for the woman and why? 
What would it have felt like for the woman to go free rather than die? 
How does this apply to us? 

Reflect (Z, SD) 
As a group, listen to the song and reflect on the lyrics (page 15): 
https://music.youtube.com/watch?v=hrGQ-joSeY4&list=RDAMVMhrGQ-joSeY4 

Questions: 
What is the relationship between mercy, grace and peace? 
When the song talks about forgiveness, being ‘let off the hook’ etc., does that mean we 
can carry on sinning? 
If God offers us grace, mercy and peace, what does that say about how He feels towards 
us? 

Going deeper (O, Z, SD) 
Ask the group, ‘how does God challenge us?’. 

Continued overleaf… 
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Continued… 

Hopefully, this will open up a discussion around how God speaks and how we can hear 
from Him. In his book ‘God on Mute’, Pete Greig says, “the Bible is a book about a God who 
speaks”. This is true - in the Bible God speaks in many ways - the silencing of a storm, a still 
small voice, a talking donkey, discussion among friends, through prophets and through 
scripture… 
If God is the same yesterday, today and forever (Hebrews 13:8), He still speaks today. If we 
didn’t hear Him speak, how could we turn to Him?  

Don’t dominate the discussion - listen to the group’s experiences of God speaking and their 
questions about this. Share your own too. 
Make sure that you emphasise that God speaks to us as we read the Bible. Whatever we 
sense God saying to us in any other way, we can measure this against what the Bible says. If 
it aligns with what the Bible teaches, we can trust that God was speaking, if not, then it 
wasn’t God speaking because He never contradicts Himself. 

Lastly, point out that it’s not just what we hear God saying which is important, it’s what we 
do about it. Ask the group if there are any areas in their lives - habits, attitudes etc., which 
they know God has spoken to them about but which they’ve not acted on. What will they 
do about it? Remind them that there is always a way back because God is patient and His 
love for us endures. 

Closing activity (Z, SD) 
Ask everyone to get a piece of paper. On it have them write down things that they might 
have judged others for (which won’t be shared with the group). It could be for the clothes 
someone else wore or maybe their behaviour. Once they’ve written it down, make them 
scrunch up the paper and say a simple prayer to help the group let go of judging others.  

Challenge of the week (Z, SD) 
In the Bible story we see Jesus writing in the sand underfoot. Some suggest that He was 
writing the sins of those wanting to stone the woman. 

Challenge the group to gather a dish of sand (or salt), and write or draw in the grains the 
things they want to say sorry to God for, and ask for His mercy. The grains may be displaced, 
but they are easily covered over again and the sin ‘erased’. 
Remind them of Psalm 139-17-18; God’s thoughts of us outnumber the grains of sand, and 
Psalm 25:5-7 shows us God’s compassion and unfailing love. 
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John 8:1-11 retold 

The sun has just risen, it is a beautiful day. It’s not too hot yet nor very cold, you 
can feel the sun on your skin. You walk to the temple, that’s where everyone is, 
especially a teacher called Jesus. You’re curious about what He has to say today. 
You meet up with some of your mates and walk to the temple courts for your 
daily teaching. It’s a beautiful walk, idyllic almost. As you get closer to the 
temple courts it’s starting to get noisier and more crowded, you can hear people 
talking and people are brushing by you.  

There is Jesus. He’s an incredible teacher, He always has new things to say and is 
challenging. He definitely is one of the best teachers you’ve heard. All of a 
sudden there is an uproar. It almost sounds like a fight is about to break out. 
You ask around to find out what’s going on, but it’s not quite clear. The noise is 
getting louder and you see the other religious teachers making their way 
through the crowds. Shouting, carrying stones and looking incredibly angry.  

You see a woman being pushed in Jesus’ direction, they are making her stand 
before Jesus naked. You wonder what on earth is going on. Finally one of the 
men who seems to be in charge of the group speaks up and you can just about 
hear him over the shouting.  

He says to Jesus, “Teacher, this woman was caught in the act of adultery. In the 
Law it tells us to stone such women. Now what do you say?”. The person next to 
you tells you that this is probably just another of their traps, they’ve been trying 
to find a reason to put Jesus in jail. Apparently Jesus has become more popular 
than them and they really don’t like it.  

You hold your breath as you wait to see what Jesus does. Is He going to fight 
them or tell them off? You can think of a lot of things you would do.  
But Jesus bent down and started to write on the ground with his finger.  
The religious leaders really didn’t like that. It gets louder again. The group really 
wants this woman to be put to death. You realise that most of them came ready 
with a stone in hand. Do they just want Jesus’ agreement? They continue to 
have a go at Jesus until He straightens up again. Calmly Jesus responds, “Let 
any one of you who is without sin be the first to throw a stone at her.” And back 
down he bends to write on the ground.  

You could have heard a needle drop, that’s how quiet it got. You feel your own 
heart sink. You’ve done wrong things in your life. There’s no way you could 
accuse her. One after the other, from the oldest to the youngest, the men drop 
their stones. Thud. Thud. Thud. Each leaves until only Jesus is left, with the 
woman still standing there. Jesus straightens up and asks her, “Woman, where 
are they? Has no one condemned you?”. 
“No one, sir,” she said. 
“Then neither do I condemn you,” Jesus declared. “Go and don’t do it again”.
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M-G-P
Eliot Ambrose

Your M-E-R-C-Y you let me off the hook
every time
your M-E-R-C-Y you forgive me when I
don’t know why

Your mercy, your grace, second chances
for mistakes
your mercy, your grace, all failings are
erased

Your G-R-A-C-E undeserved blessing for
me
your G-R-A-C-E unmerited favour
towards me

Your P-E-A-C-E in your quiet and stillness
I release
your P-E-A-C-E stress and strain drain out
of me

Your peace and your rest transcend
anxiety
your peace and your rest bring tranquillity
in me



 Seeing the unseen  

 Main point of this session:  
Jesus sees and brings out in people what others don’t (lasting 

transformation) 

Key to suggested suitability markers: 
O  This material is designed/suitable for older/more mature young people  
Z  Can be used on Zoom 
SD  Can be used in a socially distanced group meeting 

Opener: Where’s Wally? (Z, SD) 
Tell the group that whoever finds Wally the fastest wins. To do this on Zoom, display the 
image (linked below) via ‘screen share’ and make sure you’ve allowed participants to 
annotate (draw on a shared screen). When they find him, they can circle him, and you 
could give a prize to the winner. 

Point out that sometimes looking beyond the visual ‘clutter’ can be difficult for us. 

https://wall.alphacoders.com/big.php?i=925900 

Discussion starter: Overlooked (Z, SD) 
Ask the group to suggest different kinds of jobs that they might like to do. 

Now ask them, ‘what kinds of people/jobs go unnoticed?’. 
For example, when we think of hospital staff, we think of nurses, doctors and paramedics 
but we don’t celebrate cleaners or porters. When was the last time you thought about the 
people who paint lines on the roads or people who sort packages in warehouses before 
they get delivered to us? 

Next ask the group whether there are any jobs that really have a bad press - jobs everyone 
loves to hate. See what they come up with. Some examples we have thought of are sewage 
workers, estate agents, bankers, sports referees, refuse collectors, people who check if you 
have paid your TV license, traffic wardens, tax collectors or cooks at school. 

Follow up question: Is this fair? What can we do about it? 

Game: Can you see them? (Z, SD) 
Display the video which shows blurry images of well known people. The group has to 
identify them as the image sharpens, and before the time runs out (instructions are on the 
video). 
There are 24 (which takes 10 minutes), but you can stop the game according to your 
available time. 
Point out to  the group that sometimes we don’t see a full and clear picture of people until 
we take time to get to know them like Jesus did. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QgJKiXgnOZE&ab_channel=Games%D0%AFUs 
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Film suggestion: Elf (Z, SD) 
We know this is a Christmas movie, but it might be fun to watch anyway! Alternatively, 
show the group this clip of Buddy the Elf who has a hard time fitting in: https://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=VBGElLfnhJk 
It seems like Buddy just can’t do things right, however, there are things which are a lot 
easier for him because of his height! Have a discussion with your group about whether 
there are things they thought were disadvantages in their own lives (or someone else they 
know), but actually turned out to be real advantages. 

Game: Quick move (Z, SD) 
This is just to get everyone moving. Have a competition of who can kneel down, turn 
around while kneeling and get up, three times in a row, the fastest (you might have to 
adapt this if you have group members who can’t kneel down). 

Game: Clip observation (Z, SD) 
Sometimes we don’t see things that are right in front of our eyes. There are 21 changes in 
this video, can your group find them before they are uncovered (pause at 0:54)?  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ubNF9QNEQLA 

Did anyone notice things which others didn’t? 

Activity: Antiques Roadshow quiz (Z, SD) 
Take the Antiques Roadshow quiz with your group and discuss any surprises.  
https://www.bbc.co.uk/archive/quiz-antiques-roadshow-trash-or-treasure/zd67qp3 
Who would have thought that an owl could be that valuable? So it is with us. God sees 
beyond what price we put on ourselves and others. He made us and we’re even more 
valuable to him than the owl at the Antiques Roadshow! 

Activity: What are we worth? (Z, SD) 
Ask the group ahead of time to bring a 1p coin with them to the group, or have a handful of 
your own. If this isn’t possible, display a picture of multiple 1p coins. 

Hold the coins up to the screen. Point out the dates minted, different designs and general 
condition of the coins. 
Now ask the group which coin is worth the most. Despite some being shiny, some battered, 
some older and newer, all of them are worth the same. 
We may feel a bit scruffy, scratched or bruised, but God loves each one of us and believes in 
our worth. Read Romans 8:35-39 and discuss how none are excluded from God’s 
acceptance. 

Bible study: Luke 19:1-10 (Z, SD) 
Ask the group: “Have you ever been made to feel small?”. Most people have felt this way at 
some point.  
Zacchaeus not only felt insignificant and not good enough, but he really was small too. He 
wasn’t popular as he worked for the Romans (who the Jewish people were oppressed by) as 
a tax collector - a job which often meant he took money for himself too.  
Zacchaeus wasn’t able to see Jesus over the crowds, so climbed a tree. He didn’t give up, 
Continued overleaf… 
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Continued… 

push people out of the way or draw attention to himself. When Jesus came past He 
stopped and looked up at Zacchaeus - he noticed him and chose him. Hospitality was a 
really important part of this culture, so having anyone as well-known as Jesus choose to 
stay at your house was a real honour. Jesus didn’t carry on following the crowds, but took 
the time to speak to Zacchaeus. This was enough for Zacchaeus to give up his corrupt ways 
and allow himself to be transformed by Jesus.  

Being truly seen and truly known by Jesus can bring transformation for us too. Zacchaeus 
was changed after he met Jesus, and decided to alter how he lived as a result. This would 
have made a difference to his whole community! When we allow ourselves to be led by 
God, we can bring impact not only to our lives, but to those around us as well. 

Questions: 
Have you ever had someone really important single you out from a crowd? How did it 
make you feel? 
How can you respond to the Creator of the world wanting to speak to, and notice you? 

Going further (O, Z, SD) 
Can the group think of any other times God/Jesus spoke and transformation happened? 

Genesis 1 - God spoke creation into being 
Luke 8:23-25 
Matthew 4:19 
Matthew 15:28 
Luke 8:52-55 
John 5:8-9 

Going deeper: Show me! (O, Z, SD) 
For centuries, many people have thought that you can earn God’s favour by doing the right 
things. We know from the Bible that, although it is good to try and please God, we will 
never be perfect and so we need His gifts of forgiveness and grace (undeserved giving). We 
receive these through faith.  

This kind of debate went on in the early Church too. Some said that faith was all important 
and it didn’t matter how we behaved. Others placed a high value on behaviour and said 
that faith was less important. The truth is that it is not a matter of one or the other. Read 
James 2:14-18. 

If someone claims to be a Christian, goes to church on Sunday, prays every day and reads 
the Bible but then regularly gets drunk, abuses their family, sleeps around and swears all 
the time, we are likely to think they are hypocritical. There is a challenge in this - being a 
Christian is living for God every day, not just for following a ‘to do’ list in certain areas. Re-
read verse 17. 

Introduce a time of quiet - allow the group to reflect on where their lives are consistent with 
the faith they say they have. Invite the Holy Spirit to convict (point out what needs 
changing) - it’s one of His jobs. Invite the group to ask God what He wants to point out.  
Continued overleaf… 
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Continued… 

After a while, lead the group in a prayer saying ‘sorry’ and accepting God’s forgiveness as 
well as inviting Him again to be Lord (boss) in our lives from now on. 

Closing activity and challenge of the week (Z, SD) 
Show this or another ‘Art Attack’ video: 
h t t p s : / / w w w . y o u t u b e . c o m / w a t c h? v = 7 Q O W Q c B e 2 E E & l i s t = P L b u g j R 8 C e 2 -
t225QOePhhZWU3vYFzZqFX&index=5 
Isn’t it amazing that things which look worthless at first are used to make something 
beautiful? God can use us, the good and the not-so-good, to bring about transformation in 
the world. Challenge the group this week to each create their own masterpiece from things 
around the house and submit a film/photo to the leaders.  
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